Wollensak PROJECTORS

For the finest in theatre-quality performance, these Wollensak projectors are unsurpassed.

WOLLENSACK "18" 8MM PROJECTOR with fast Wollensak 1" F/1.6沃科特投影透镜；最好的光学系统，以实现亮度、覆盖范围和分辨率。专业级不锈钢保持器；快速卷线器；750瓦灯；400英尺卷线器；内置卷线器；携带盒..............$169.50

WOLLENSACK "65" 16MM PROJECTOR with fast Wollensak 2" F/1.6沃科特四元素投影透镜；AC-DC电流；750瓦灯；容易移除；改进的间歇移动；可移除光阑板；可调倾斜控制；简化穿线；400英尺卷线器；内置卷线器；携带盒..................$199.50

WOLLENSACK OPTICAL COMPANY
CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

Wollensak

LIFETIME DEPENDABLE SERVICE

For over fifty years, Wollensak has enjoyed a world-wide reputation for manufacturing optical equipment of the highest quality. Our extensive experience in this field led naturally to the production of fine cameras for industrial and government use—and ultimately to this line of highest quality photographic equipment for professional and amateur photographers who seek the best.

We sincerely believe that in combining the unparalleled quality of Wollensak lenses with equally fine cameras, we have proudly produced photographic equipment that will give a lifetime of pleasure and dependable service to the user.
Wollensak EIGHTS
Brilliant engineering and the finest lenses make cameras unequalled in their field.

WOLLENSAK "28" 8MM MAGAZINE with Wollensak 13 mm f/1.9 Cine Raptar (focusing mount)
Wocoted lens with click stops; adjustable viewfinder; 5 speeds; single frame; inc. tax...$139.50

WOLLENSAK "23" 8MM MAGAZINE TURRET with 3 Wollensak Wocoted lenses; 13 mm f/1.9 Cine Raptar (focusing mount); 6.5 mm f/1.9 Wide Angle (fixed focus); 38 mm (1½") f/2.5 Telephoto (focusing mount), inc. tax...$239.50

WOLLENSAK "58" 8MM SPOOL CAMERA with Wollensak 13 mm f/1.9 Cine Raptar (focusing mount), Wocoted lens; adjustable viewfinder; extra long running motor; drop-in loading; 5 speeds; exposure guide, lens click stops, inc. tax...$124.50

WOLLENSAK "33" 8MM SPOOL TURRET with 3 Wollensak Wocoted lenses; 13 mm f/1.9 Cine Raptar (focusing mount); 6.5 mm f/1.9 Wide Angle (fixed focus); 38 mm (1½") f/2.5 Telephoto (focusing mount). 5 speeds, inc. tax...$199.50

Carrying Case for any 8mm Camera...$17.50

Wollensak SIXTEENS
In operation and performance, these superb cameras exceed the most exacting requirements.

WOLLENSAK "91" 16MM MAGAZINE. Wollensak 1" f/1.9 Cine Raptar (focusing mount) Wocoted lens; continuous run; 5 speeds; single frame exposure; inc. tax...$187.50

Carrying Case for 16mm cameras...$19.50

WOLLENSAK "93" 16MM MAGAZINE TURRET with 3 Wocoted focusing mount lenses; 1" f/1.9 Cine Raptar; 0.7" (17mm) f/2.5 Wide Angle; 3" f/2.8 Telephoto. Automatic viewfinder; inc. tax $267.50

Wollensak "10" STEREO CAMERA
Wocoted 35mm f/2.7 Wollensak Amaton Anastigmat lenses in MFY Rapax Synchronic Shutter; matched in focal lengths; fully color corrected; click stops. Accepts standard #5 disc filters and Series VI accessories. Shutter speed markings, ½ to 1/300 sec. Synchronized controls for lens stops, shutter speeds and flash; superimposed image range finder; simplified exposure guide; automatic flash computer; eye-level focusing and viewing; double exposure prevention; single frame provision, inc. tax...$199.50

STEREO FLASH GUN mounts on camera top. Uses new B.C. capacitor. Provides for A.S.A. extension ...$15

STEREO CASE Top grain cowhide in cordovan finish. With strap and built-in tripod mount...$15

STEREO VIEWER Wollensak optics increase field of view for the finest in 3D viewing...$23.95

SLIDE PROTECTORS Clear, transparent plastic protectors. Box serves as a stereo file. Box of 50...$2.85